Financial distress prediction can be formulated as a classification problem and accomplished by advanced data mining techniques. In classification based on multiple criteria linear programming (MCLP), we need to find the optimal solution as a classifier, by solving the MCLP problem. However, the errors can be caused by a fixed cutoff between a group and a group by MCLP structure. In many applications, such as credit card account classification and bankruptcy prediction, how to handle two types of error is a key issue. Using the structure of multiple criteria and multiple constraint levels linear programming (MC 2 LP), which allows alterable cutoff, two types of errors can be systematically corrected. In order to do so, a penalty is imposed to find the potential solution for all possible trade-offs in solving MC 2 LP problem. Real dataset of Chinese listed manufacturing companies is used to validate MC 2 LP method. Comparison with classical optimization-based method SVM and MCLP is also provided.
Introduction
China is famous for its manufacturing industry and cheap labor force, and well-known as world factory . There are nearly 1500 listed manufacturing companies till now, which take a large proposition of the whole market. Some bonds or stocks issued by them take a substantial part of investors portfolios both at home and abroad. Thus, prediction of financial distress for listed companies is important for decision makings of both equity and bond investors so that they can recognize risk ahead and adjust and reallocate their investments.
Financial distress prediction can be formulated as a classification problem and accomplished by advanced data mining techniques. Firms financial situations are modeled by a set of attributes. A sum of score for each firm can be generated with weight times every corresponding variable. Then the scores are ranked, and the potential bankrupt firms can be distinguished by a certain model such as decision tree, logistic regression, neural network and others [1, 2] .
Multiple criteria linear programming is an optimization-based data mining technique. The model has been applied to many applications and proves to perform well [3, 4] . In classification based on multiple criteria linear programming (MCLP), we need to find the optimal solution as a classifier, by solving the MCLP problem. However, the errors can be caused by a fixed cutoff between a group and a group by MCLP structure. According to dual theory, multiple criteria can be switched to multiple constraint levels, and vice versa. An MCLP problem can be logically extended into a multiple criteria and multiple constraint levels linear programming (MC 2 LP) problem. In many applications, such as credit card account classification and bankruptcy prediction in this paper, how to handle two types of error is a key issue. Using the structure of MC 2 LP, which allows alterable cutoff, two types of errors can be systematically corrected. In order to do so, a penalty is imposed to find the potential solution for all possible trade-offs in solving MC 2 LP problem. In this paper, we try to build classification model based on MC 2 LP structure in order to allow alterable cutoff, so that to find optimal solution given a known penalty for one-type error. For application in bankruptcy prediction, catch rate of bad is more important. We select some of Chinese listed manufacturing companies both in financial distress and under good operation, and validate the model we proposed. Comparison with other optimization based method SVM and original form of MCLP model is also presented.
The rest of paper is organized as follows. Section 2 reviews some relevant literatures about financial distress prediction and multiple criteria linear programming. Section 3 briefly introduces MCLP classification theory and builds our MC 2 LP classification model that allows alterable cutoff. Section 4 describes our data for analysis, and presents results of prediction using MC 2 LP model accompanied with comparison. Section 5 concludes the paper and points out our future work.
Literature Review
There are some researches about the failure prediction using statistic method and machine learning techniques. At present, several methods are tried in the prediction application including discrimination analysis, logistic regression and neutral network. Discrimination analysis can discriminate the two classes using discrimination functions. In 1966, Beaver studied how to predict the failure probability using the financial ratio of 79 failure companies [5] . Altman proposed a linear discrimination model named Z-score using 5 financial ratio [6] . After that, Altman extended the Z-score to ZETA credit risk model [7] . In the light of unlisted companies, Altman modified the Z-score to -score model.
Martin predicted the financial risk of bank using logit and discrimination methods with the data between 1975 and 1976 [8] . Ohlson built a risk prediction model using 105 industrial company [9] . Platt and Platt got result that the performance of industry specific variables is better than company specific variables [10] . Lawrence, Smith et al. built model to predict the credit risk of house loan and got the conclusion that the payment history is a good independent variable [11] . Coats and Fant and Zhang, Hu et al. analyzed the failure risk of American companies using neutral networks respectively. However, neutral network is not good at explanation [12, 13] .
Multiple Criteria Linear Programming (MCLP) classification model is a promising optimization-based data mining approach [14] . The model has been applied to many applications including credit card risk analysis [15] , classification of HIV-1 mediated neuronal dendritic and synaptic damage [16] , medical diagnosis and prognosis [17] , network intrusion detection [18, 19] , and all proved to perform well. In credit bankruptcy application, MCLP model was also used for Japanese firm bankruptcy prediction and outperform other methods [20, 21] .
However, as discussed in Introduction section, in classification based on multiple criteria linear programming (MCLP), the errors can be caused by a fixed cutoff between a group and a group by MCLP structure. In many applications, such as financial distress prediction in this paper, how to handle two types of error is a key issue. Using the structure of MC 2 LP, which allows alterable cutoff, two types of errors can be systematically corrected. In order to do so, a penalty is imposed to find the potential solution for all possible trade-offs in solving MC 2 LP problem. He, Zhang et al recognized that cutoff between good and bad should be alterable rather than fixed [22] . They have used multiple criteria and multiple constraint levels linear programming for intelligent credit scoring. However, they failed to explain it from handling two types of errors aspect and no real-world datasets are tested in their paper.
In this paper, we try to build classification model based on MC 2 LP structure and use it for financial distress prediction for Chinese listed manufacturing companies in order to allow alterable cutoff to increase catch rate of bad in this application domain. Comparison with other optimization-based classification model is also presented. All variables and their relationships are illustrated in Figure 1 . There are two classes in Figure 1 : dot indicates B data objects and star indicates G data objects. There is one misclassified data object from each class if the separating hyperlane b is used to classify these two groups.
Multiple Criteria and Multiple Constraint Levels Linear Programming (MC 2 LP)
From classification perspective, the perfect goal to separate objects of two classes is to minimize the distances to boundary of misclassified objects and maximize the distances of correctly-classified ones. Thus, MCLP classification model is to find compromise solution that simultaneously minimizes i and maximizes i . The original form of MCLP model is as Model 1.
The commonly used method to solve the multiple criteria problem is to transform multiple criteria into one criterion by allocating weights of the two criteria and as The above is the original form of multiple criteria linear programming. It is similar to the Support Vector Machines in terms of the formation by considering maximization of overlapping of data. However, MCLP model tries to measure all the distances from the samples to separating hyperplane while SVMs model fixes the distance as 1 from the support vectors. The interpretation may vary, but MCLP model addresses more control parameters than SVMs, which provides more flexibility for better separation of data.
He, Zhang et al argued that selection process of cutoff should be included in the modelling [22] . They proved that the cutoff b between the two-group samples will affect the results significantly, thus should not be a constant. For this reason, we, as what they did, convert the selection process of cutoff as the multiple constraints [ , ] l u b b rather than constant b .
On the other hand, as for multiple criteria, we made a further improvement to address the importance of the alterable cutoff to allow different focus on two types of error in different domains. In original MCLP form, i is the same for all misclassified objects. 
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Financial Distress Prediction
In this paper, we take Chinese listed manufacturing companies as our research object. We collect the data of listed manufacturing companies from Shanghai Stock Exchange and Shenzhen Stock Exchange from 2007 to 2010. The dataset consists of 1499 companies and 36 variables. The 36 variables can be classified into five categories. The first category is called solvency which reflects the ability to repay the debt. The second category is called operation ability which reflects the ability of operation. The third category is called growth ability which reflect the growth ability and the forth category is called profitability which reflect the earning power. The fifth category general variables which mainly come from income statement reflect the size of company. This is an important information category.
Because we require the company listed before 2008, so we delete the companies listed after 2008. The number of companies becomes 966. The name and meanings of the 36 variables are listed in table 1. Profit from operation gener5
Non-operating income gener6
Non-operating expense gener7 Profit before Tax  gener8 Income tax gener9
Net profit gener10 Increment of cash and cash equivalents The 10 general variables from gener1 to gener10 are absolute value. In order to check the influence of performance of these variables, we generate two datasets from the original one: dataset1 which is with general variables and dataset2 which is without general variables.
We use the financial ratios and index of 2008 (observation period) to predict financial distress of the year2009 and 2010 (performance period) as Figure 2 shows. To strictly predict slight worsen of one firm, we define good firm an absolutely good one. That is: if the profit after interest and tax of 2009 and 2010 is larger than 0 then we defined the company as good; if the profit after interest and tax of 2009 and 2010 is smaller than 0, then we defined the company is bad. There are no samples between good and bad to ensure the classification effect. We get 24 failure companies which are bad and 941 good companies. For good companies with missing values, we just omit them since good group has large samples. There are only five missing values in failure companies, thus we fill them with the mean of variable of the bad group.
After data preprocessing, there are 666 samples in total with 24 bad and 642 good . And the descriptive analysis of the dataset is described in Table 2 . In order to meet the requirement of the optimization-based data mining methods we use. We normalize the value of the dataset between 0 and 1.
We randomly sampled 24 good firms from the 666 population. And our training samples include 48 samples in all with balanced modeling. To penalized more heavily on the second type error, that is take bad samples as good, we adjust our penalty parameter from 1 to 4. We also use SVM and MCLP for comparison with the two datasets. The results are presented as following Table 3 and Table 4 .
In MC 2 LP model, we set From the results, we can see that SVM, as a mature machine learning tool always perform stable and fair in prediction, while MCLP lacks stability and underperforms SVM. MC 2 LP perform relatively equal with SVM in overall accuracy. And also it provides the controlling parameter to increase catch rate of bad flexibly since the two types of error are truly trade-offs. The results difference between dataset1 and dataset2 also demonstrates that general variables that reflect size of a firm does have predictive power in financial distress warning.
Conclusions
Multiple criteria linear programming is an optimization-based data mining technique. The model has been applied to many applications and proves to perform well. In classification based on multiple criteria linear programming (MCLP), however, the errors can be caused by a fixed cutoff between a group and a group by MCLP structure. In many applications, such as bankruptcy prediction in this paper, how to handle two types of error is a key issue. Using the structure of MC 2 LP, which allows alterable cutoff, two types of errors can be systematically corrected. In order to do so, a penalty is imposed to find the potential solution for all possible tradeoffs in solving MC 2 LP problem. This paper builds a multiple criteria and multiple constraint levels linear programming (MC 2 LP) classification model with penalty parameter to control focus on a certain type of error. Real dataset of Chinese listed manufacturing companies is used to validate MC 2 LP method. Comparison with classical optimization-based method SVM and MCLP is also provided. MC 2 LP model provides the controlling parameter to increase catch rate of bad flexibly.
Our future work will discuss how to determine the penalty parameter in a given domain with combination of domain knowledge. And more real application datasets will be used for validation with adjusting the parameters.
